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 THE SYMBOLIC USE OF AFGHAN WOMEN
 IN THE WAR ON TERROR

 Kim Berry
 Humboldt State University

 Abstract: This article analyzes the critical omissions and misrepresentations

 that accompanied the Bush administration claims that the war on terror waged

 in Afghanistan was "also a fight for the rights and dignity of women. " The

 article incorporates the insights of Afghan and U.S. analysts, activists,
 and journalists, along with feminist theorists of Islam and the politics of
 representation, in order to problematize this characterization of a liberatory

 U.S. military action. Without such critical analysis, the article argues that we

 run the risk of using Afghan women as symbols and pawns in a geopolitical

 conflict, thereby muting their diverse needs and interests andforeclosing the

 possibility of contributing to the realization of their self-defined priorities

 and aspirations.

 Shortly after George Bush declared the "war on terror," the

 horrific plight of Afghan women under the Taliban reached center

 stage of middle American consciousness. Laura Bush, in her
 November 16th- 2001 radio address to the nation condemned "the

 severe repression against women in Afghanistan." She declared,
 "the fight against terrorism is also a fight for the rights and dignity

 of women" (Flanders 2001 ). A few days later, the State Department

 issued a report elaborating the conditions for women and children

 under the Taliban. The report detailed Taliban policies that denied

 girls access to education, prevented all but a handful of women

 from working outside the home, severely limited women's access
 to health care, and denied women freedom of movement. Time

 magazine followed suit with a special report on the oppression

 of women in Afghanistan titled, "Lifting the Veil" (Lacayo et al
 2001).

 While it is refreshing that one of the most gender-repressive

 regimes in history finally gained wide-spread exposure,' it is also

 important to analyze the critical omissions and misrepresentations that
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 accompanied this information, as well as the context within which the

 Taliban's gender-repressive strategies became household knowledge.
 For it is essential to remember that the Bush administration's focus

 on the oppression of Afghan women emerged in the midst of the

 construction and implementation of the "war on terror." And
 given that public support for this on-going war is being mobilized

 through a strategic use of words and images, it is imperative that we

 analyze claims that the United States is fighting for the women of

 Afghanistan through military intervention in their country. Below

 I draw upon the insights of Afghan and U.S. analysts, activists, and

 journalists, along with feminist theorists of Islam and the politics

 of representation, in order to problematize this characterization of à

 liberatory U.S. military action that has foregrounded "the rights and

 dignity of women." Without such critical analysis we run the risk

 of using Afghan women as "symbols and pawns" in a geopolitical
 conflict ( Amiri 2001 ), thereby muting their diverse needs and interests

 and foreclosing the possibility of contributing to the realization of

 their self-defined priorities and aspirations.1

 OMISSIONS FROM THE PAST

 One of the most dramatic omissions in the condemnation of

 the Taliban by the Bush administration and the popular press is the

 story of the origins of this extremist political force. Due to a lack

 of knowledge both about Islam as well as the history and politics of

 Afghanistan, many people simply assume that the Taliban represent

 the traditional Muslim culture of the area. Yet the story of the rise

 of the Taliban is a modern one, implicated fully in the cold war
 politics between the former Soviet Union and the United States.

 The origins of the Taliban can be traced to their precursors,
 the Mujaheddin (holy warriors), who emerged as a response to the
 1979 Soviet invasion of Afghanistan. The United States reacted

 to this invasion by funding the most extreme Islamicist elements

 within the opposition movement against the Soviet Union. The
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 U.S. government funneled approximately 4 to 5 billion dollars of

 military aid through Pakistan. This amount was matched by funding
 from the Arab states and China to reach about 10 billion dollars

 in military aid to the opposition forces. The Soviet Union spent

 approximately 4.5 times this amount in their effort to dominate this

 strategic state bordering South Asia, Central Asia, and the Middle

 East. Rashid (2001) argues that before the war, Islamicists had
 only a marginal following in Afghanistan. Yet 10 billion dollars of

 military aid combined with a hostile occupation transformed this

 dynamic and created the material and ideological conditions for the

 eventual domination of the Islamicists in Afghan politics.

 With the ultimate defeat of the Soviets, many Afghans felt

 betrayed when the U.S. walked away from the cold war battleground

 that was their homeland. The country was devastated after a decade

 of fierce and destructive warfare. Infrastructure, both rural and

 urban, was in shambles. Rashid argues that:

 [t]he pipeline of U.S. military aid to the Mujaheddin
 was never replaced by a pipeline of international
 humanitarian aid that could have been an inducement

 for the warlords to make peace and re-build the country
 (2001: 176).

 With no such assistance, those empowered by a decade of
 fighting continued to dominate the country, fighting amongst
 themselves and creating a state of lawlessness that had ramifications

 for everyday life and safety, as well as travel between regions of

 the country. Rape of young girls and boys, as well as extortion

 and general lawlessness, caused fear and outrage among much
 of the population. The Taliban emerged from a select group of

 Mujaheddin — a number of them mullahs (leaders of prayers
 at mosques) who ran madrassas (religious schools) - who got
 together to design a strategy to respond to the extreme oppression

 experienced by the people under other ex-Mujaheddin warlords
 and bandits. The leader of the Taliban, Mullah Mohammed Omar,
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 was celebrated at first as a "Robin Hood figure," championing the

 cause of the oppressed and helping to liberate them from the abuses

 of the ex-Mujaheddin warlords (Rashid 2001:25).
 The Taliban solution to the lawlessness, corruption, and

 oppression they reviled was to return to what they declared was
 the true and pure Islam. Most Muslims would in no way see the

 Taliban's interpretation of Islam as representative of their faith, for

 the Taliban merged conservative Pashtun customs (practiced only in

 some areas of the Pashtun belt of Afghanistan) with Sharia (Islamic

 law) to create what they believed to be the guidelines for an ideal

 and just Islamic society. Along with their commitment to making

 Afghanistan an "ideal" society came intensely repressive politics
 that limited all but a handful of women to the homes with now well

 known pronouncements regarding women's removal from public life.

 In addition, men were required to grow beards, homosexuals were

 severely punished, and television and many forms of entertainment,

 including music and sports, were banned. Yet even in Kabul many

 citizens initially welcomed the Taliban due to the numerous crimes

 and atrocities against civilians committed by the army of the
 ex-Mujaheddin leader Ahmed Shah Masud. Eventually, the Taliban's

 repressive gender politics, large numbers of civilian deaths during

 and after their military conquests, and the ultimate corruption and

 abuse by Taliban leaders led many Afghans to realize that they had

 simply exchanged one set of repressive leaders for another.

 While the United States did not overtly support the rise of the

 Taliban, it was instrumental in nurturing the environment in which

 the Taliban grew and thrived. Furthermore, the United States tacitly

 supported the Taliban's domination of Afghanistan. While Laura Bush

 delineated the horrors of Taliban rule and linked the war against terror

 with the liberation of women from this clearly misogynist regime, she

 omitted the critical history of a U.S. policy that had quietly heralded the

 rise of this repressive force. At stake geopolitically was the proposed

 construction by Unocal, a Texas-based oil company, of a pipeline that
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 would deliver natural gas from the rich reserves of the Central Asian state

 of Turkmenistan through Afghanistan to Pakistan. From there, the gas

 could be shipped or piped to the growing Asian markets, all the while

 avoiding America's "problem" state—Iran. The lawlessness created

 by feuding warlords was a central obstacle to Unocal plans to construct

 such a pipeline. Furthermore, the Taliban provided a counter force to

 Iran, thereby fitting in with the anti-Iran policies of the United States

 as well as the anti-Iran policies of the U.S. allies in the region - Saudi

 Arabia and Pakistan. Due to these strategic interests of natural gas and

 geopolitics, once the Taliban started gaining territory in Afghanistan, the

 U.S. did not protest, nor did they discourage U.S. allies such as Saudi

 Arabia and Pakistan from supporting the Taliban regime.

 As the Taliban's influence grew in Afghanistan, the U.S. chose

 to ignore their mounting human rights violations. There was no U.S.

 critique of the Taliban when they captured Herat and threw thousands

 of girls out of school in 1995; rather the capture of Herat by the Taliban,

 was celebrated by many U.S. policy makers as a boon to Unocal's

 proposed pipeline. In fact, many U.S. policy makers placed high hope

 in the Taliban , thinking it would eliminate "drugs and thugs," would

 secure the country for development of Unocal's proposed oil pipeline

 from Turkmenistan to Pakistan through Afghanistan, and would serve

 to counterbalance Iran's power in the region (Rashid 2001:177). When

 the Taliban captured Kabul in 1996, the U.S. government remained

 silent despite the accompanying massive human rights violations against

 women and political opponents. Once more the U.S. government saw

 Taliban control of Afghanistan as a boon to Unocal. And while the

 U.S. is not known to have provided direct military aid to the Taliban,

 it certainly acquiesced to the support of the Taliban through its allies,

 Saudi Arabia and Pakistan - thus enabling them to channel not only

 military funding, but even substantial numbers of military personnel
 into the area.

 The United States can only be represented as liberating the

 women of Afghanistan from the Taliban if we ignore the history of
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 U.S. involvement in the region — a politics of intervention that first

 enabled the rise of what had been a marginalized extreme Islamicist

 movement in the form of the Mujaheddin, and then supported (and

 even celebrated) the rise of its more extreme offshoot, the Taliban
 itself. It was not until 1997 that the U.S. first criticized the human

 rights violations of the Taliban- perhaps due to Madeline Albright
 and her advisors on South Asia, perhaps due to pressure from U.S.

 feminist organizations and their campaign against gender apartheid.

 And it was only after the bombings of the U.S. embassies in Kenya

 and Tanzania that U.S. policy towards the Taliban changed to a cold

 distancing and a focus on the pursuit of Osama Bin Laden.2

 OMISSIONS FROM THE PRESENT

 The Bush administration and the popular media have steadfastly

 omitted important causal linkages between U.S. foreign policy
 and the rise of extreme Islamicists in general and the Taliban in

 particular. However, perhaps an even greater omission is the recent

 heralding of the liberation of the women of Afghanistan through
 the US's war on terror and the erasure of the dismal human rights

 record of the U.S. allies against the Taliban, commonly referred
 to as the Northern Alliance. Tahmeena Faryal, a representative of

 the Radical Afghan Women's Association (RAWA), in testimony
 before the Subcommittee of the U.S. House of Representatives on

 the Afghan people versus the Taliban on October 31, 2001 said:

 [CJontinued and increasing foreign assistance to the
 reviled Northern Alliance has plunged our people into a
 horrific anxiety and fear of re-experiencing the dreadful
 years of the Jehadis' "emirate" of the 1990's. In the
 words of one refugee in Peshawar (September 25th of
 this year), many of the people say that, "All of them,
 Taliban and Taliban opposition, are criminals, and we
 don't want them ruling Afghanistan. For the past 20
 years they have all given the people only bullets instead
 of food and graves instead of houses (RAWA 2001).
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 Many of the military leaders who served as allies to the U.S.

 in the offensive against Osama Bin Laden and the Taliban are the

 same extreme Islamicists who the U.S. empowered during the war

 against the Soviet occupation. In addition to their commitment to

 a fundamentalist interpretation of Islam (thereby gaining them the

 name oiJehadis), many of the military leaders (including General

 Rashid Dostum, the US's most significant ally) are widely accused

 of mass killings, torture, abduction, and rape (Amnesty International

 2001 ; Flanders 2001 ; Rashid 2001 ; and RAWA 2001 ). Furthermore,

 former President Borhanuddin Rabbani presided over an "Islamic"

 government based in Kabul that severely restricted women's
 freedom of movement and rights. His government prevented a

 delegation of Afghan women from attending the 1995 conference

 on women in Beijing (Crossette 2001). Shortly after the liberation
 of Kabul from the Taliban, the Northern Alliance prevented two

 marches of women from taking place in Kabul—hardly surprising

 news given the conservative gender agendas of the "liberating"
 forces.

 Unfortunately, Afghan women's fear of the return of the

 Mujaheddin leaders has been substantiated since the so-called
 liberation of women from the Taliban. Even within Kabul some

 women continue to be harassed and abused if they do not follow
 the conservative dress codes and edicts of the Taliban. In one case

 of harassment, two unveiled women who were travelling with a

 male colleague (all employees of a non-govemmental organization)

 were stopped and abused by three men, one of whom was reported

 as saying, "It doesn't matter that the Taliban are no longer here,

 because the Mujahidin are here" (Human Rights Watch 2002a:8).
 Outside of Kabul, the situation is dramatically worse due to the

 lack of an international security force. There is a general sense of

 lawlessness in the country as former warlords are vying for political

 control of territory. In a May 2002 Human Rights Watch (HRW)

 report, numerous women expressed a sense of insecurity so great
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 that they had greatly curtailed their participation in public life. There

 have been numerous incidents of rape, including multiple cases of

 gang rape, that have accompanied the power struggles waged across

 ethnic lines. Throughout northern Afghanistan, ethnic Pashtuns

 suffered from attacks, including rape, immediately after the fall of

 the Taliban. And in the months following the implementation of

 the Bonn agreement, attacks on women of diverse ethnicities were

 an integral part of the warlords' power struggles. HRW asserted:

 Women in Mazar [Mazar-i-Sharif] reported that they
 live under constant fears [sic] of physical assault and
 feel compelled to limit their movement, expression, and
 dress to avoid becoming targets of such violence by
 armed civilians or armed men aligned with the three
 main ethnically based parties (HRW 2002a:2).

 Yet during this same period in which Afghan women were
 expressing an extreme lack of security, Laura Bush was heralding
 the support that the U.S. and the international community had given

 Afghan women. At the March 8, 2002 international women's day
 celebration at the United Nations, Laura Bush gave a well-publicized

 speech focused on women in Afghanistanin which she said:

 Today the world is helping Afghan women return to the
 lives they once knew.... Today on international women's
 day, we affirm our mission to protect human rights for
 women in Afghanistan and around the world. And we
 affirm our support of all Afghans as they recover from war
 and injustice (U.S. Department of State 2002).

 Yet Laura Bush's claims of helping Afghan women and
 protecting them from human rights abuses ring hollow when we

 see the violations of women's basic human rights that are being
 carried out by U.S. allies after the fall of the Taliban.

 Finally, we must question the omission of the context in which

 the U.S. bombing campaign of Afghanistan took place: that of
 a drought and severe food shortages which caused aid agencies
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 such as Oxfam and the World Food Programme to fear widespread

 malnutrition and even famine. The U.S. bombing campaign not

 only risked the usual "collateral damage" of civilian casualties
 from misdirected bombs or civilian proximity to military targets, it

 also risked the endangerment of many Afghan citizens' well-being

 through the disruption and even destruction of aid routes. The U.S.

 steadfastly refused to grant even a temporary halt in the bombing

 campaign in order to allow essential winter stores of emergency
 food aid to be delivered to regions of the country that remain cut off

 throughout winter by snow-covered mountain passes. Expensive

 and extraordinary measures were then required to stem the suffering

 from what could have been a tragic humanitarian crisis (Oxfam

 2001). With the U.S. military offensive thereby endangering the

 lives of numerous Afghan citizens - more than half of whom were

 women - the claim by Laura Bush in November 2001 that the U.S.

 was somehow "fighting for the rights and dignity of women" was

 problematic at best.

 REPRESENTING THE RIGHTS AND
 DIGNITY OF WOMEN

 What concept of'rights and dignity' was being employed in the

 claims by the Bush administration that the U.S. was fighting for the

 women of Afghanistan? Certainly the Taliban created an extreme

 form of gender repression that has not been matched in recent times.

 The U.S. bombing campaign did "liberate" cities from direct control

 of the Taliban. (However, as many Taliban leaders have slipped
 back into civil society, particularly in Pashtun-dominated regions

 of the country, there is a serious question about indirect control

 and influence as well.) Given the human rights violations and

 repressive gender politics of many of the U.S. allies who "liberated
 the cities from the Taliban," we can see that there is a huge gap

 between defeating the Taliban and fighting for the rights and dignity

 of women. Furthermore, the restoration of rights and dignity is a
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 multifaceted project, one that requires ongoing and substantive

 commitment to economic, political, and social issues.
 A diverse coalition of Afghan women met in Brussels in

 December 2001 to identify the key elements of a project that
 could restore women's rights and accord them dignity in their
 society.3 These women worked across numerous differences
 (such as ethnicity, language, region, religion, class, urban versus

 rural location, political allegiances, and members of the diaspora
 versus those who remained in Afghanistan) to craft a unified
 document titled, "The Brussels Proclamation." The list of 62

 demands was presented to the European Union, the United States,

 and the United Nations. The demands centered around four primary

 themes: Health; Education, Media, and Culture; Human Rights and

 Constitution; and Refugees and Internally Displaced Women. The

 demands covered basic survival issues such as rebuilding water and

 sanitation systems, restarting food programs, and reestablishing

 of medical facilities and health centers. In a country ravaged
 by decades of war, with some of the highest maternal and infant
 mortality rates in the world, with preventable water-borne diseases

 accounting for the deaths of tens of thousands of children, and with

 famine threatening millions of people, it is impossible to imagine

 restoring the rights and dignity of women without committing to
 the provision of basic economic rights of access to food, water,
 and medical care.

 This coalition of Afghan women also addressed the educational

 needs such as the reopening of schools for girls and boys by March

 2002, the reconstruction of schools damaged by war, and the reopening

 of institutes of higher education. They called for the disarmament and

 de-mining of Afghanistan, as well as provisions for sheltering and

 educating the many children orphaned by the war. They embraced
 a broad anti-discrimination platform, calling for non-discrimination

 according to gender, age, ethnicity, disability, religion, and political

 affiliation.4 And they called for social and political rights for women
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 including family planning programs; protection from forced and

 under-aged marriages, sexual harassment, and trafficking in women;

 the right to vote; equal pay; and equal access to education, health care,

 and employment. Finally, this coalition of Afghan women demanded

 that all support from the international community, including monetary,

 be conditional on the rights and treatment of women.

 The Afghan women activists who crafted this proclamation

 spoke from a commitment to the substantive needs of the women

 of their war-torn country. Their points are not only comprehensive,

 they remind us of the depth of commitment that will be needed to

 enable Afghan women, as well as men and children, to live in dignity

 with their basic economic, social, and political rights guaranteed.

 Will the United States support these and other efforts by Afghan

 citizens to rebuild their country? Once before the United States

 failed to provide a commitment to rebuild a peaceful Afghanistan.

 Following the Soviet Union withdrawal from Afghanistan, the
 U.S. also withdrew aid, abandoning a country that had served
 as its battleground in cold war politics. This time as well, the
 signs are not positive. Dr. Sima Samar, the Minister of Women's
 Affairs within the interim government, had more than half of her

 six-month-appointed time elapse without receiving enough funding to

 even create a working office space. A report on the Women's Ministry

 by the United Nations stated that, "The International community has

 repeatedly voiced its commitment to Afghan women's rights but it
 seems as if this verbal commitment has not translated into concrete

 support for the Women's Ministry" (Relief Web 2002).5
 Furthermore, it seems unlikely that the United States will

 provide the necessary non-military financial assistance that
 Afghanistan needs. The United Nations has estimated the total cost

 of reconstructing Afghanistan at $ 15-20 billion. The United States

 has spent billions of dollars in the military campaign in Afghanistan;

 however, it has only committed approximately $300 million for
 humanitarian aid. This sum, representing a mere 2 percent of the
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 lower end of the United Nations estimate, will hardly make a dent i
 in the vast humanitarian needs of the nation.

 Perhaps the most significant sign of the abandonment of Afghan

 women by the United States has been the failure of the U.S. and
 the international community to curtail the power of the warlords

 and prevent the return of the chaos and human rights violation that

 followed the Soviet withdrawal from the country. Unfortunately,

 the recent elections of delegates to the lova jirga (grand council)
 demonstrated that the warlords have attempted to consolidate

 their power by co-opting the political process. The U.S. and the
 international community have not taken the necessary steps to

 prevent this co-optation by renowned violators of human rights.

 Human Rights Watch documented numerous -cases of extreme
 intimidation of the civilian population by the warlords during the

 voting process, resulting in the election of a number of delegates

 loyal to them (Human Rights Watch 2002b; Zia-Zarifi 2002). Lack
 of funding prevented both the United Nations and the Afghan special

 commission for the loya jirga (the body designated to guarantee

 a fair process) from ensuring elections free from intimidation.
 Zia-Zarifi (2002) argues that, "To challenge the creeping power
 of the warlords, the international security force now confined to

 Kabul should have been extended to the rest of the country, along

 with greater numbers of local and international monitors."

 Furthermore, these same warlords, banned by the Bonn agreement

 from the current political proceedings due to their history of human

 rights abuses, repeatedly entered the tent where the loya jirga was

 held, asserting their influence over those delegates in their camp

 and intimidating those who opposed them (Human Rights Watch

 2002b; Terzieff 2002; Zia-Zarifi 2002). Terzieff, reporting for the
 San Francisco Chronicle, wrote, "Whenever commanders of the

 Northern Alliance, the army of mostly minority ethnic Tajiks and

 Uzbeks that defeated Taliban forces with the aid of U.S. air power,

 enter the room, their delegates abandon cross-tribal conversations to
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 flock around them" (Terzieff 2002). Interestingly, it was several of

 the women delegates who were brave enough to forcefully confront

 Rabbani, Khalili, and Dostum when they entered the tent (which,

 according to Terzieff, drew astonished reactions from many of the

 jmale delegates). John West, from the Institute for War and Peace,
 described this confrontation in an interview for the San Francisco

 ^Chronicle article: "They [a group of women delegates] asked them

 [the former president and two warlords]: 'Where are our brothers?

 Where are our husbands?'And told them they had no right to take any

 part in the loya jirga" (Terzieff2002). Delegates reported additional

 harassment from members of the Afghan intelligence service, believed

 to be under the control of the former president Rabbani and the late

 General Masud. There were widespread reports from delegates
 that these agents were actively monitoring delegates' conversations,

 photographing them, and intimidating them (Zia-Zarifi 2002).

 The United States has played a selective and contradictory role

 in the loya jirga. While unwilling to use its influence to uphold the

 Bonn agreement provision regarding exclusion of warlords from the

 political process, it nevertheless did intervene significantly in the

 loya jirga in other ways. For example, the United States influenced

 the role of the former Afghan king in the emerging government.

 Human Rights Watch reported that:

 The loya jirga was delayed for one day during which
 U.S. special envoy Zalmay Khalilzad was instrumental
 in sidelining the former Afghan king, Zahir Shah. The
 king subsequently re-nounced any role in governing
 Afghanistan. Khalilzad's active intervention was
 in stark contrast to the U.S. government's failure to
 implement the Bonn agreement's exclusion of warlords
 from the loya jirga (Human Rights Watch2002b).

 Thus, on one hand, we have Afghan women delegates demanding

 the exclusion of the warlords from the political process and Afghan

 women activists elaborating an intensive program to restore the

 rights and dignity of women—a plan requiring the establishment of
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 security throughout the country, the demilitarization of the nation,

 and a commitment of ongoing international financial assistance

 in order to help enable the development and exercise of women's

 economic, social, and political rights. On the other hand, we have

 the Bush administration proclaiming solidarity with the women

 of Afghanistan, invoking feminist sympathies in the heralding
 of the defeat of the Taliban, yet not, as of yet, acknowledging

 the numerous ways in which current U.S. policy in the region is

 continuing to deprive Afghan women of their rights and dignity—r

 first, by empowering the Mujaheddin through the latest military

 engagement; second, by enabling the warlords to continue their

 domination of the population and to co-opt the political process;

 and third, by not committing the financial resources necessary to

 enable Afghan women to achieve their plan for restoring their
 dignity and rights.

 AFGHAN WOMEN AS SYMBOLS AND PAWNS

 By omitting the history and context of both the Taliban and the

 Northern Alliance, the United States has been able to paint itself as

 a liberator of women. This role is belied by examining the more

 entangled, complicit, and contradictory role that history reveals.
 Through cold war politics, the U.S. nurtured the environment in

 which the Taliban grew; it ignored their violations of human rights

 and gender apartheid in the name of strategic interests; it empowered

 the warlords of the Northern Alliance with their dismal human rights

 records, including mass rapes and forced marriages; and it failed to

 prevent the co-optation of the current political process by these same

 violators of women's and men's human rights. If concern about

 Afghan women was at the center of U.S. foreign policy, the United
 States would have made different decisions from the cold war to the

 present. The expression of concern and support for Afghan women

 by the Bush administration thus can best be seen as a strategy in the

 war of words within the "war on terror." Flanders (2001) argues
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 that the early expressions of support for Afghan women in the midst

 of U.S. military action served to paint a "feminist glow on some of

 the most brutal bombings of the 2001 campaign."

 It is ironic that, although ideologically opposed to each

 iither, both the Taliban and the U.S. have used Afghan women as ymbols in their respective wars. For the Taliban, control of women

 Symbolized adherence to the hybridization of Pashtun traditions

 with a radical interpretation of Islam - their recipe for the creation

 of an ideal society. The United States has used Afghan women
 as a symbol to legitimate their bombing campaign of Afghanistan

 and more broadly to legitimate their "war on terror." While such

 symbolic use of Afghan women has been expedient for the U.S.,

 the dangers of this strategy are many, both for Afghan women and

 for the broader context of global politics.

 For Afghan women, the first danger is that their own needs and

 issues may be rendered invisible. As the U.S. focuses on the Taliban's

 extremes of gender repression as the sole obstacle in Afghan women's

 way of achieving dignity and rights, they are able to claim the role of

 liberator, for the Taliban's restrictive edicts are no longer de jure rule. The

 task of restoring women to their place of dignity and returning to them

 their rights is said to be accomplished. The U.S. does not, therefore,

 have to listen to the much more complex and comprehensive needs

 and desires of diverse Afghan women; Afghan women can simply be

 a symbol deployed strategically to gain support for the war on terror.

 The U.S. focus on the gender restrictive policies of the Taliban

 within the context of its military offensive against Islamicist forces

 may actually have sown the seeds for increased repression of Afghan

 women in the future. Rina Amiri, an Afghan-American and a senior

 researcher at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government, writes, "If

 we cast a glance backward through the annals of Afghan history, we

 see that women have long been the pawns in a struggle between the

 elite modernists, usually defined as pro-Western, and the religious
 and tribal-based traditionalists" (Amiri 2001). Over the past century
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 Afghanistan has a history of reformist leaders creating new opportunities

 for women and then traditionalists taking over and responding with

 increasing restrictions. Modemizers used women as symbols of a

 changing order by promoting women's education, their unveiling,!

 and their involvement in public life. Traditionalists reacted to these

 reforms by claiming that Afghan culture was being threatened. As

 traditionalists then gained power and they sought to reassert their

 idealized "traditional" society by placing more severe restrictions on

 women's movement ( Amiri 2001 ).6 Barbara Crossette (2001 ) has also

 reported that the Soviet Union foregrounded the role of Afghan women

 in all sectors of public life - partly as a way to try to break up tribal

 alliances. As a result of earlier modernizing rulers and then Soviet rule.,

 prior to the Taliban takeover, women comprised 40 percent of doctors

 and 70 percent of teachers and almost equaled the number of men in

 University. The pendulum swung to the other extreme under the Taliban;

 women were forced into almost complete seclusion and were denied the

 right to work their jobs for the betterment of themselves, their families,

 and communities. We see this swinging of the pendulum played out

 not only by the Taliban in general, but specifically in relation to their

 gender policies in Kabul. The Taliban perceived Kabul as a vice-filled,

 anti-Islamic, urban culture, and, in response, they issued their most

 severe edicts concerning women's dress, behavior, work, and movement

 in Kabul itself (Rashid 2001 ).

 There may already be signs that the pendulum is swinging in

 response to the U.S. military intervention, as women are once again

 being used as a primary symbol for political and ideological ends.

 A female teacher in Kandahar was attacked with acid in mid-April,

 2002. According to a Reuters report, the attack occurred:

 After handwritten pamphlets were found circulating
 in the city warning men against sending their daughters
 to school or their wives to work. A previously unknown
 militant group named Tanzeem al-Fatah Afghanistan
 ("organization for the victory of Afghanistan") allegedly
 distributed the pamphlets (Reuters, cited in Human
 Rights Watch 2002a: 2).
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 This attack is an ominous reminder of what is at stake in the

 strategy of using Afghan women as symbols.

 THE CONTEXT OF REPRESENTATION

 When the news of the Taliban reached middle-American

 households, the nation was in the midst of an anti-Islamic
 fervor. The Arab Anti-Discrimination Committee collected

 evidence of hundreds of hate motivated crimes against Muslims
 and those perceived to be Muslim post-September 11th (Arab
 Anti-Discrimination Committee 2001). News of the extreme
 repressive rule of the Taliban, devoid of the history of their ascent

 and the modem politics that gave rise to this movement, led many

 people to simply see the Taliban as representative of Islam and
 Muslims. The lack of critical information about the Taliban

 fuelled the fire of anti-Islamic sentiment. And there could easily

 be a slippage in ill-informed American minds between the specific

 repression of Afghan women by the gender-repressive policies of

 the Taliban and the repression of Afghan women by Islam itself.7

 Furthermore, the December 3, 2001 Time magazine focus on the
 veil played on one of the key symbols of Islam that has been used
 to assert the superiority of the West over the East. Thus, images of

 fully-veiled Afghan women, displayed in Time magazine, as well
 as assertions of fighting for Afghan women's rights and dignity,

 both reinforced this long-standing Orientalist dynamic in which

 the West asserts its superiority over the East.

 Laura Nader (1989) has argued that this form of Orientalist

 discourse not only provides the West with a sense of superiority, but

 it also serves to keep Western women from analyzing and mobilizing

 more fully against forces that continue to oppress them (the wage

 gap, lack of equal political representation, endemic gendered
 violence, etc.). Furthermore, Nader argues that there is a parallel

 process - Occidentalism - through which the East asserts its own
 positional superiority by representing Western women as oppressed
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 by a corrupt society (particularly through widely-publicized storie

 of rape, molestation, sexual harassment, and other forms of genderet

 violence).8 The effects of such representation on women in bot'
 East and West are profound. She writes:

 In both the West and the East one can realize the

 evolution and perpetuation of female subordination.
 Both East and West are of patriarchal systems of control.
 Both are publicly male dominated societies, and more
 specifically both have male dominated governments.
 In both East and West women work longer than men
 as a class, and in both cultures women and children
 constitute the majority of the poor and impoverished....
 Yet, in both cultures the manner of gender construction
 whereby the inside culture is idealized in comparison
 to the outside culture allows members of both East

 and West to feel superior to the other, while ignoring
 common traits (Nader 1989:334).

 Just as Afghan women are being represented and usi
 symbolically to further the war against terror, representatio
 of Western women continue to be used by Islamic radicals
 assert the superiority of their vision of an ideal society. Su
 representational politics enable a polarization of worlds in whi

 one is represented as the antithesis of the other (good versus e
 being the most extreme expression of this dynamic in current U

 discourse). In both places women are being used symbolically t
 further patriarchal agendas of political domination and control. A 1

 in both places women's oppression is rendered less visible, mak: ;

 political struggle against gender oppression a more challeng: 5
 project.

 Finally, there is one particularly grave and immedi ;
 concern about the symbolic use of Afghan women by the B' a
 administration. Given that many Islamicists construct their rad tl

 interpretations of Islam within the context of attempts to coui r

 what they perceive as U.S. political and cultural hegemony, a U.S.
 condemnation of gender restrictive policies, in particular the veil
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 and compulsory veiling, may serve to reinforce a commitment to

 such policies. Amiri's analysis suggests that the West must heed

 the danger of the swinging pendulum (Amiri 2001). If the West
 — including Western feminists — continue to demonize Islam, to

 represent oppression of women as the center of Muslim societies

 and Muslim traditions, then we will simply be sowing the seeds for a

 counter swing comparable to that of Taliban policies. Inflammatory

 but hollow rhetoric in which the U.S. claims to be fighting for
 Afghan women and restoring to them their dignity and their rights,

 may serve short-term interests at home, but may also fuel the fire of

 Islamic extremism abroad. And as we have seen since September

 11th, the effects of such extremist movements will not only be felt

 by Afghan women, but may also reach U.S. soil.

 CONCLUSION

 The Time magazine cover article on Afghan women epitomized

 the problematic dynamics of representation elaborated above. The

 photographs and text focused on the veil, compulsory veiling, and

 other Taliban edicts. The complicity of past and more recent U.S.
 foreign policy in the rise and rule of the Taliban was omitted, and the

 human rights abuses and gender repressive policies of the U.S. allies

 in Afghanistan received only a brief mention. Furthermore, there

 were prominent photographs of an elite Afghan family celebrating

 a wedding, and the few images of impoverished Afghan women
 (by far the majority in this war-ravaged country, that has suffered

 years of drought and shortages of food, making it one of the poorest

 countries in the world) were positioned less prominently. And

 finally, there was the cover headline, emblazoned across the image

 of an Afghan woman with her head covered but her face unveiled:

 "Lifting the Veil." Ironically this article contained two statements

 by Afghan women activists asserting that the veil is not the primary

 issue. Soraya Parlika, a prominent woman activist in Kabul, said,
 "The burka (veil) is not the main problem of women.... First women
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 should find work and improve their economic situation" (quoted

 in McCarthy 2001:46). Dr. Rahima Zafar Staniczaio is quoted as
 saying, "First we need peace. Then we need a central government.
 Then we need education. After all that we will be in a position

 to make a decision on the burka" (quoted in Lacayo 2001:38).
 However, the editors of Time did not heed their words and instead

 reproduced the West's favorite symbol of Muslim women. It is
 important to note that Ms. Parlika and Dr. Staniczaio are not alone in

 emphasizing issues other than veiling, for the veil is not mentioned

 in even one of the 62 points of the Brussels Proclamation.9 Time

 magazine's article on Afghan women, by foregrounding the veil

 and compulsory veiling, was able to produce a story of Islamic

 repression transformed by Western-supported liberation that
 suppressed the real issues, challenges, and goals that Afghan women

 have articulated for themselves. This narrative, evident in the Time

 article and Laura Bush's speeches alike, provides fuel to the Islamic
 extremist fire, the results of which may be more repressive gender

 policies in the name of tradition and anti-imperialism and perhaps
 even more attacks on U.S. soil.

 If the U.S. and the international community follow the women

 of Afghanistan in their discourse and support them in their priorities,

 then the world could demonstrate true solidarity with Afghan

 women. If, however, the U.S. continues to use Afghan women as

 "symbols and pawns" in the war against terror, then Afghan women

 will continue to suffer and extremists will be further empowered.

 Our best hope for the future - for Afghan women and the rest of
 the world alike - will come if we follow the advice of Rina Amiri

 who writes, "Let Afghan women guide us in moving toward an

 inclusive peace in Afghanistan, beyond the confines of rhetoric
 and symbols" (Amiri 2002).

 ENDNOTES

 ' I write this article as a distant but keen observer of events in Afghanistan,

 beginning in the mid 1990s with early accounts of the Taliban's gender
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 repressive rule, and then culminating in the flurry of news and events in
 the wake of September 11th. I claim no expertise on Afghan women's
 diverse lives and experiences; however, my research focus on women in
 South Asia has informed my reading of sources on this topic. An earlier
 version of this essay served as the basis for a presentation at a community
 forum in Areata, CA. In that forum, as in this article, I attempt to weave

 together diverse sources of information to shed critical light on some of
 the claims made in the name of the U.S. "war on terror."

 2 In addition, the change in leadership in Iran to the more moderate
 President of Sayed Mohammed Khatami decreased the need for a harsh
 anti-Iran foreign policy.

 3 In late 2001 when Afghan leaders met in Bonn to determine an interim

 government for Afghanistan, there was a parallel conference in Brussels of

 Afghan women and international feminists, some of whom came from war-tom

 areas and had been active in the rebuilding of their nation. Three women
 shuttled back and forth between Bonn and Bmssels, thereby establishing

 a link between the two meetings. Afghan women met separately from the
 international feminists in order to work across their differences and craft their

 list of priorities.

 4 It is important to note that sexuality was not included in this list,
 despite the singling out of homosexual men by the Taliban for barbaric
 punishments— including toppling a wall over, and thereby crushing and
 burying, five men accused of sodomy in 1998 (Rashid 2001: 115).
 5 Relief Web is a website produced by the United Nations office for the
 coordination of humanitarian affairs to provide information to relief
 organizations.
 6 This dynamic is not unique to Afghanistan. Women were a powerful symbol

 deployed across diverse regions by both colonizers and nationalists in their

 struggles for political and economic control (for a cross-cultural, theoretical
 elaboration of this concept see Papanek 1994). Currently, we see this dynamic

 again at play in the context of diverse religious fundamentalist movements. In

 the United States, the most prevalent example of this dynamic is found among

 Christian fundamentalists. In the name of leading a proper Christian life and

 creating an ideal society, women are told to submit themselves to the authority
 of the husband and to center their lives in the domestic sphere. As in many

 regions of the world over the past several centuries, gender and geopolitics
 had became linked in Afghanistan, and Afghan women become symbols and

 pawns in struggles to define the ideal society.
 7 There is a very important debate among Iranian feminists regarding the
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 relationship between Islam and the oppression and liberation of women.
 While there are some Muslim feminist scholars, politicians, and activists who

 argue that Islam can be used as a force to liberate women, given its essential

 message of egalitarianism (see e.g., Afshar 1998; Moghissi 1999) argues
 that Islam will continue to be used as a repressive force against women as

 long as Sharia is state law. Moghissi asserts that it is only when there is
 a secular nation-state, and when Islam is then located within the realm of

 personal religious persuasion, that women will not be oppressed in the name

 of Islam. However, regarding the current context of Afghanistan, Amiri
 argues "that Western organization can be more effective in helping women

 if they ground their support in the positions of Muslim feminists" (Amiri

 2001 ). Fatima Gailani, member of a prominent Afghan family and an activist

 for women's rights, has studied Islamic law in order to defend the rights of

 women. She asserts that it is not politically viable at the present to call for

 a secular government; thus, she is dedicated to fighting for equal rights for

 women and men under an Islamic constitution (Erlanger 2001).
 8 See Nader (1989) for a nuanced discussion of the important differences
 between the processes of Orientalism and what she is labeling
 Occidentalism.

 9 For some Afghan women activists, this has certainly been a strategic
 decision given their understanding of the place of the veil within the
 politics of representation. In a New York Times article by Barbara Crossette
 (2001), Rina Amiri is quoted as saying, "If we push the gender agenda
 too blatantly, and we push it too forcefully, not only will Afghans define
 their attitudes toward gender in defiance of the Taliban but also in defiance
 of the West."
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